
Celebrity  News:  Amber  Rose
Pays  Tribute  to  Ex  Wiz
Khalifa on Father’s Day

By Nicole Caico

Celebrity divorce hasn’t stopped Amber Rose from showing her
appreciation  for  ex-husband  Wiz  Khalifa.  On  Sunday,  Rose
posted  a  picture  of  Khalifa  and  their  3-year-old  son,
Sebastian,  for  Father’s  Day.  In  her  caption,  praising
Khalifa’s  parenting,  she  wrote,  “Happy  Father’s  Day  to
Sebastian’s Dad @mistercap Thee most Awesomest Dad in the
World!!! (Besides my Daddy). Wish I could be home with you
guys Today but have a blast and love each other up all day!”
According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple filed for
divorce in 2014 after just over a year of marriage, but have
always maintained a good relationship.

This  celebrity  news  has  us
realizing  there  are  some  good  ex
relationships  in  Hollywood  after
all. What are three ways to show
appreciation  for  your  child’s
parent?

Cupid’s Advice:

Staying friendly after a divorce is not an easy feat, but if
you have children, it’s ideal. Co-parenting makes everyone’s
lives easier, parents’ and children’ alike. There are many
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ways to show appreciation for the parent of your child:

1. Hold up your end: Some divorces result in more rules and
regulations than others. However it plays out, be sure to
fulfill  your  responsibilities.  Contribute  the  money  you’re
supposed  to,  and  follow  the  schedule  to  a  tee.  Strictly
sticking to the conditions of your divorce will show respect
to the parent of your child, and prevent additional issues.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Calvin Harris Unfollows Taylor
Swift on Social Media

2. Do a favor: Parenting is difficult; that is a universal
fact. If you see the parent of your child struggling with
something and you’re in a position where you can help out, do
it. Doing a favor for the parent of your child will help
everyone involved in the long run. Just because you’re no
longer married doesn’t mean it is right to sit back and watch
your ex flounder when you can help.

Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Looks Forward to Having Kids
Post Celebrity Divorce from Lamar Odom

3. Say “thank you”: It’s basic, but it works. Thank the parent
of your child for being on time, for being a good parent to
your kid, and for trying. There is no easier way to show your
appreciation than to thank them.

How have you maintained your relationship with an ex-spouse?
Comment below!

Secret Celebrity Weddings
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Justin Theroux and Jennifer Aniston
After a three-year engagement, this celebrity couple finally
tied the knot in a secret celebrity wedding at their Bel Air
home. They surprised their famous friends -- like Lisa Kudrow
and Ellen DeGeneres -- by claiming it was a birthday party for
Theroux. Photo: Emiley Schweich / PR Photos

Is  Wiz  Khalifa  Bashing
Celebrity  Ex  Amber  Rose  in
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New Song?

By Meranda Yslas

Amber Rose has been in the center of the latest celebrity
news, especially in the social media world, and now it seems
she’s caught the attention of her celebrity ex Wiz Khalifa.
According to UsMagazine.com, Khalifa’s verse in Juicy J’s new
song “For Everybody” seems to reference Rose and her previous
job as a stripper. Rose filed for a celebrity divorce claiming
that  Khalifa  had  cheated  on  her  when  they  were  together.
Khalifa denied these claims.

Khalifa and celebrity ex Rose have
been going through a heated break-
up. What are some ways to use music
to cope with your split?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Although not all break-ups are as bad as the split between
celebrity exes Khalifa and Roses, they are still never fun and
can leave you feeling down. Thankfully there are some remedies
to make this heartache a little easier to handle:

1. Create a playlist that makes you want to dance: Find your
favorite upbeat, happy songs that you cannot help but nod your
head to or shake your foot when they come on. Putting this
playlist on shuffle when you’re going about your daily routine
like cleaning the house or going to work will help change your
mood.

Related Link: Wiz Khalifa Calls Celebrity Ex Amber Rose a
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‘Foul Creature’ on Twitter

2. Listen to sad break-up songs, but with a friend: Studies
have showed that although wallowing in self-pity won’t speed
up the recovery process, talking about the break-up does.
Jamming out to Taylor Swift classics while venting to a friend
can lessen the initial sting of the split.

Related Link: Find Out Why Ellen Barkin Called Off Celebrity
Engagement to Ben Emmerson 

3. Use music to bring back happier memories: Nothing is better
at bringing back the “good ol’ days” quite like listening to
music you did when you were younger. Search online and find
the top 40 list from your high school years and get lost
reminiscing about dances and football games.

What is your go to break-up song? Share below!

Wiz  Khalifa  Calls  Celebrity
Ex  Amber  Rose  a  ‘Foul
Creature’ on Twitter

By Maggie Manfredi

The  hits  just  keep  on  coming!  According
to UsMagazine.com, celebrity exes Wiz Khalifa and  Amber Rose
are  partaking  in  a  pretty  heated  Twitter  battle,  and
there’s  no  end  in  sight.  The  pair  filed  for  a  celebrity
divorce  back  in  September,  and  it  has  been  anything,  but
smooth since the split. The rapper tweeted out on Feb. 4
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saying, “A woman who would do something to a kid to spite that
kids father is a foul creature.” These celebrity exes have
repeatedly used Twitter to express their celebrity break-up
feelings for the world to see.

What  are  some  ways  to  keep  your
break-up  gossip-free,  unlike
celebrity  exes  Wiz  Khalifa  and
Amber Rose?

Cupid’s Advice:

“Breaking up is hard to do,” as the song goes. But Cupid has
some tips on how to make it easier for yourself with less
drama between you and your ex:

1. Avoid social media: Khalifa and Rose definitely didn’t
abide by this piece of dating advice, but it’s very important
to keep your dirty laundry un-aired. When you’re angry, you
will no doubt say some things you’ll later regret, and there’s
really  no  reason  to  involve  the  public  in  your  private
disputes. Go for a walk or hit the gym if you feel the urge to
complain on Twitter.

Related Link: Five Celebrity Exes That Became Famous After the
Break-Up

2. Consider talking to a third party: A lot of people hear the
word “therapist” and think the worst, but it’s not a bad idea
to air your grievances to a third party instead of complaining
to those around you and stirring up drama. Even if it’s not an
official therapist, find someone who doesn’t know your story
and has no investment in the outcome of your life.

Related Link: Nicole Scherzinger and Lewis Hamilton Become
Celebrity Exes Again
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3. Take steps to move on: One of the best ways to keep your
break-up gossip-free is to move on instead of focusing on your
heartbreak. This doesn’t necessarily mean jumping into the
dating pool again prematurely, but signing up for a sporting
event or book club isn’t a bad idea. Focusing on a new hobby
will keep your mind off of the negative things happening in
your life.

What are some other ways to keep your break-up gossip-free?
Share your thoughts below.

 

 

Wiz  Khalifa  and  Amber  Rose
Tie the Knot

By Kristyn Schwiep

Wiz Khalifa and Amber Rose are officially married. According
to People, Khalifa, 25, and Rose 29, both announced their
marriage via Twitter. Khalifa tweeted Monday, “Me and Amber
got married today. Weddings this fall. Thought I’d let yall
know.” Rose also mentioned their marriage via Twitter with a
simple  statement,  “Yay  me  and  my  baby  are  officially
married!!!”

What are some benefits of getting married at the courthouse?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Getting married at a courthouse is not your traditional idea
of a wedding, but there are some benefits that will outweigh
the costs.  What are some benefits of getting married at a
courthouse? Cupid has some advice for you:

1. The cost: Getting married at your local courthouse will
definitely  save  you  money.  The  average  cost  of  your
traditional wedding is normally anywhere between $19,000 and
$30,000. Getting married in front of a judge will save you
money on a wedding dress, guest invites, venue cost, food cost
and everything else that goes into a big, traditional wedding.
A  courthouse  marriage  can  cost  as  little  as  $30  for  the
expense of a marriage license.

2. Stress: Just think about how stress-free you will be. You
know when, where, how. The bride doesn’t have the added stress
of picking out a wedding dress and bridesmaid dresses, you
don’t have to stress about who to invite, and the cost is
significantly lower. Without the added stress you will have
the time to focus on each other.

3. Time: You also don’t have to stress about time. It takes a
lot less time to plan and lot less time to get married. If you
have less time worrying about actually getting married, you
have more time to spend with your newlywed. Also, having a
courthouse wedding is a great option for couples who need to
get married quickly!

What do you think some benefits are of getting married in a
courthouse? Share your thoughts below.


